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Absolute 45 STY
Boat Type: Motor Yacht

OVERVIEW

THE SMALL MEGAYACHT

The compactness of the 45 STY – which gives dynamism and sportiness to this yacht – emphasizes the style of

Absolute: the air vents integrated into the hull, the lateral character line on the hull side, the windows of under deck

cabins, the aft window that joins with the molding of the access door to the aft cabin. All these stylish features are

hallmarks of imposing and luxury yachts, just like our little megayacht 45 STY!

 

Moving from the cockpit to the interiors, you can appreciate the magnitude of the sliding door: its openness directly

connects the interior living room and the galley with the outdoor cockpit sofa for maximum conviviality of everyone

on board.

 



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Absolute Boat Type: Motor Yacht

Model: 45 STY Hull Material:

Hull Type: Category: Power

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 45.00 ft Draft - max: -

LOA: 46 ft 5 in - 14.15 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 13 ft 5 in - 4.09 meter Dry Weight: -

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 343 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 100 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

THE DREAM HAS BECOME REALITY

If we consider the full beam cabin in the amidships, with private toilet and separate shower, the walk-in closet and a

double cabin in the bow, with private bath, separate shower and two closets too, together with the fully equipped

crew cabin, then you have to admit that there is a world-class unrivaled livability for owner and guests aboard the

Absolute 45 STY yacht, confirmed also by the integration of IPS system with a hull optimized for these engines and

an all-round visibility: great benefit to the skipper!
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